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First, Dr. Choi, who wrote many articles on IBM Watson in Korea, discussed clinical validation of IBM Watson for Oncology [1] . His article will be very helpful to understand the concepts and characteristics of IBM Watson for Oncology and also summarized the situation to date on various controversies related to its clinical efficacy. Second, Dr. Jung et al talked about deep learning medical image analysis focused on computed tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) [2] . Deep learning is under revolutionizing various medical imaging technologies and processes. CT and MRI are one of the most important imaging modalities affected by deep learning. Third, Dr. Jeong also wrote a review about deep learning medical image analysis, but this review was focused on cancer screening [3] . Dr. Jung and Jeong are currently pursuing commercialization of deep learning technologies with innovative startups Vuno and Lunit respectively in Korea and described not only on academic research but also real clinical field application experiences together. Fourth, Dr. Song who is a pathologist in Samsung medical center shared his review on artificial intelligence technologies in pathology [4] . His review covered from digital pathology to the future of pathology AI. Fifth, Dr. Shin who is expert on healthcare data and computer science reviewed status and direction of healthcare data in Korea [5] . Current accomplishments of artificial intelligence technology were possible because of successful collection and management of various data on the internet. Therefore, how to collect and manage healthcare data has a great influence on the future development of medical artificial intelligence technology. Last, Dr. Kim discussed the recent trend of deep genomics on genomic medicine [7] . Genomic medicine is a key component of personalized medicine and deep learning technology is expected to bring about revolutionary changes to genomic medicine.
These six reviews are not enough to explain the artificial intelligence technologies that affect medicine. However, there have not been many attempts by experts with different majors and technical expertise to look at the innovative changes in medicine that artificial intelligence technology will bring in different perspectives and applications. This edition of reviews is therefore of great significance in helping to understand the relationship between medicine and artificial intelligence.
